Year Three (Willow Base suggested learning activities)

Week beginning: 30.3.20

Daily Mental Maths Warm Up: Adding 100 to 3 digit numbers. Please try the left hand column where the answers will not go over
1000. For a challenge also try the right hand column and the challenge activity at the bottom. (Top tip – try drawing the numbers
like you do in your maths journals and adding the hundreds if you get stuck)
https://ttrockstars.com/ (use your personal login) Please try to log on to timetable rockstars 3 x week for 10 mins a time. Little but
more often is key!

Maths

Subtraction – If you see Mr Bishopp for some of your maths learning then try the subtraction number bond challenges sheets.
There are 3 challenges to try!
AC/AN and HS group - Subtracting two three digit numbers, one sheet does not include exchanging(where the number at the top is
smaller than the number below and you have to ‘borrow’ from the tens or hundreds) but the second sheet is trickier and includes
exchanging. Ask an adult to help you check your learning. (answer sheet attached)
Year 3 Maths Activity Mat - Each mat is split into sections with different problems for children to solve at their own pace. Each
mat also comes with an answer sheet. (Please find learning attached)
Real Life Maths – Try the real life subtraction word problems. There are 3 levels of difficulty so please choose your challenge.
(Please find learning attached)
Are you a maths Whizz? Have a look at the attached year 3 maths ‘detective dog’ challenge card. (Please find learning attached)

Writing

Can you add some exciting adjectives to the piece of writing? (Sheet attached.)
Watch this video - https://www.literacyshed.com/catchit.html
Can you write a beautiful setting description of the African Plains – think about what words you might use to describe the sun,
trees, views and sandy plains.
Make sure you include –
Amazing adjectives (describing words)
Full stops, capital letters, commas in a list of adjectives
Conjunctions to extend ideas (and, but, so, if while, meanwhile, because, however)
Verbs and adverbs (sun was setting slowly, branches blowing quickly in the breeze)
Create a factfile about meerkats. Think about using these sub headings to organise your ideas: What do they look like? Where do
they live? What do they eat? Fab Facts
Extra Challenge: Can you write a short story of 200 words or less about a meerkat on an adventure?

Reading

Listen to David Walliams read one of his stories every day. Go to https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses and every day
at 11am you will hear a new audio book.
‘Seeds and Weeds’ Differentiated Reading Comprehension Activity. This comprehension includes three differentiated levels of
questions, including inference and retrieval questions. (Please see attached sheets with answers).
60 second read – Caeser’s Calendar Conundrums. Can you read this information and answer the questions? (See attached sheet)

Spelling
Focus

CONTRACTIONS: This week we would like you match the correct contractions with the words.
CHALLENGE: Can you use 5 of these contractions in a sentences of your own. For a further challenge include a conjunction (so,
but, if, because, while) and a question mark.

Topic
Mindfulness

This week we would like you to continue your project on ‘My Community’. Please see the attachment for ideas.
Vocabulary Challenge – Please see the attached list of words for your next topic. Can you find out the definitions of these words?
Can you use them in the context of a sentence?
Mindfulness yoga – Practice your breathing and yoga positions with Cosmic kids yoga, follow this link https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga

Indoor option – Mindfulness Colouring (see attachment)

Picture News

Have a look at the following news article and video, all about keeping happy and positive in difficult times:
Picture news article attached
www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/51904789
http://bit.ly/2QoOTSm
Activity:
Think about an activity or hobby that makes you feel happy and positive. Can you describe it? Why does it make you happy? Can
you tell somebody else about it or show them how to do it? You can either write or draw this directly into your home learning book
or fill in the picture news activity sheet provided.

